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Abstract
The payoff game between task publishers and users in the mobile crowdsensing environment
is a hot topic of research. A optimal payoff selection model based on stochastic evolutionary
game is proposed. Firstly, the process of payoff optimization selection is modeled as a task
publisher-user stochastic evolutionary game model. Secondly, the low-quality data is
identified by the data quality evaluation algorithm, which improves the fitness of perceptual
task matching target users, so that task publishers and users can obtain the optimal payoff at
the current moment. Finally, by solving the stability strategy and analyzing the stability of the
model, the optimal payoff strategy is obtained under different intensity of random interference
and different initial state. The simulation results show that, in the aspect of data quality
evaluation, compared with BP detection method and SVM detection method, the accuracy of
anomaly data detection of the proposed model is improved by 8.1% and 0.5% respectively,
and the accuracy of data classification is improved by 59.2% and 32.2% respectively. In the
aspect of the optimal payoff strategy selection, it is verified that the proposed model can
reasonably select the payoff strategy.
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1. Introduction

With the popularity of mobile devices such as smart phones and tablets, a more efficient
way to collect a large amount of information and data has been brought to the social network
of the internet of all things. Mobile crowdsensing(MCS) technology came into being [1].
Mobile crowdsensing refers to the use of mobile devices to collect, analyze and share sensing
information and data. MCS has been widely used in various application scenarios, such as
environmental monitoring [2], location labeling [3] and traffic flow monitoring [4], etc.
The typical sensing structure of mobile crowdsensing is shown in Fig. 1. MCS consists of
1 the task
three parts: task publishers, users, and cloud platform. In the task release stage: ○
2
publisher sends the task and the incentive mechanism to the cloud platform. ○ The cloud
3 the users
platform publishes the task status information to users. In the sensing data stage: ○
use mobile devices to collect sensing data and upload it to the cloud platform. In the payment
4 the cloud platform is responsible for evaluating and screening the data quality
stage: ○
5
submitted by users, and the paying remuneration to users who meet the task requirements. ○
The user's collected sensing data is sent to the task publisher to obtain the task result payoff.
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Fig. 1. A typical crowdsensing architecture

So far, the research of task payoff optimization in mobile crowdsensing is mainly focused
on the following two aspects: Firstly, the problem of optimal payoff for task publishers and
users. Researchers have constructed a variety of mobile crowdsensing payoff models to solve
the optimal payoff problem of task publishers and users. But most models are based on
complete rationality. For example, Pouryazdan et al. [5] believe that stimulating users in
mobile crowdsensing system can improve data value, and propose a mobile intelligent game
method from the perspective of data credibility and authenticity to ensure the credibility of
users. Nie et al. [6] studied an optimal payoff incentive mechanism for task publishers based
on stackelberg game. The mechanism can efficiently recruit a large number of mobile users
for data collection, thus increasing the payoff of task publishers. The existing game models
considering the bounded rationality of the players are rarely used in MCS. Liu et al. [7]
proposed an evolutionary game model to describe the cooperative game phenomenon in
mobile crowdsensing network, aiming at the problem that users hope to collect data at low
cost and obtain high payoff. The model is a game between users and users. Na et al. [8] put
forward the evolutionary game model to ensure the security of the network with the minimum
resource cost in order to prevent the network from being attacked by DoS. Secondly, the
problem of payoff optimization guided by data quality evaluation. In recent years, the data
quality problem of MCS has attracted the attention of many researchers. At present, in order
to solve the problem of low-quality data, the existing solutions are mainly divided into
incentive strategy and classification strategy. Incentive strategy is to motivate users to provide
high-quality data through appropriate incentive measures. Yang et al. [9] proposed a social
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incentive mechanism that motivates participants to submit high-quality data through their
credibility in social networks. Peng et al. [10] improved the incentive mechanism from two
aspects: data quality and user payoff. The mechanism not only guarantees the data quality, but
also improves the overall efficiency. The classification strategy is more focused on the data
analysis stage than the incentive strategy. The classification strategy uses the latest machine
learning and data mining techniques to estimate the user data quality and filter out abnormal
data items, so as to improve the data quality. Yang et al. [11] designed an unsupervised data
quality classification method by combining data quality classification with incentive
mechanism. The method uses outlier detection technology to filter out abnormal data items. In
addition, the surplus sharing process is modeled as a cooperative game, and a method based
on shapley value is proposed to determine the reward of each user. Wang et al. [12] proposed
a mobile crowdsensing user selection method based on the characteristics of sensing data. The
method considers not only the probability of time and space, but also the characteristics of
data. The existing methods have advantages, but they also have their own limitations. The
incentive strategy only affects the MCS participant selection process, and the classification
strategy cannot drive the data source to obtain higher quality data.
However, the above studies ignore two important factors: bounded rationality and learning
ability. Because the MCS network topology is constantly changing, the behavior of task
publishers and users is a kind of bounded rational behavior. Ignoring the limitation of bounded
rationality, modeling the game between the two sides will deviate from the actual situation.
The accuracy of the optimal payoff strategy selection method of both sides of the game is
reduced. Because evolutionary game has the ability to analyze the game of both sides of
bounded rationality, the accuracy can be improved by introducing evolutionary game into the
selection of optimal payoff strategy. However, the evolutionary game is also affected by
random factors, such as environmental factors, when selecting the optimal payoff strategy.
Therefore, we use Itó stochastic differential equation to establish a stochastic evolutionary
game model to obtain the optimal payoff strategy and improve the accuracy of the model. Data
quality evaluation is also a challenging problem in MCS. Generally speaking, the final payoff
of users is directly proportional to the quality of their data [7]. If the data quality of users is
not evaluated, it will affect the payoff of high-quality users, thus reducing the effectiveness of
mobile crowdsensing. Therefore, under the premise of considering bounded rationality and
data quality, this paper models the selection process of payoff strategy as a task publisher-user
stochastic evolutionary game model (PUSEGM). The two innovative contributions of this
paper are as follows:
(1) A data quality evaluation method is proposed to quantify the user's data quality. By this
method, low-quality users and malicious users can be identified. The method improves the
fitness of the target users and ensures the payoff of task publishers and legitimate users.
(2) A stochastic evolutionary game model is constructed. The payoff optimization process
of task publishers and users is modeled as a stochastic evolutionary game model. And the
stability strategy of evolutionary game is deduced.

2. Model Description
In mobile crowdsensing, task publishers and users have different payoff strategy selection
mechanisms because of their different cognitive levels and skills. Over time, low-payoff task
publishers and users will constantly change their strategies to achieve high payoff. This is
caused by the traction and learning mechanism of payoff difference.
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2.1 Model Assumptions
In the task publisher-user stochastic evolutionary game model, the following assumptions are
made for the proposed scheme:
(1) The subject of game is bounded rationality. According to the task requirement, the task
publishers choose the incentive strategy to release tasks and gain their payoff. According to
the incentive strategy, the users can provide data of different quality levels and get
corresponding payoff.
(2) User’s data quality strategy and task publisher’s incentive strategy change dynamically
over time.
(3) In the mobile crowdsensing environment, the payoff of task publishers is directly
proportional to the incentive strategy. And the payoff of users is directly proportional to the
quality of data provided.
2.2 Model Construction
In mobile crowdsensing, the payoffs of task publishers and users are related to the quality of
sensing data submitted by users. And different tasks have different concerns about their data.
Therefore, this paper proposes a stochastic evolutionary game model which combines data
quality evaluation and payoff strategy optimization. Considering the influence of bounded
rationality and random factors, the task publisher-user stochastic evolution game model is
constructed, as shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Task publisher-user stochastic evolutionary game model

The task publisher-user stochastic evolutionary game model is mainly composed of an
evaluation module and an optimal payoff strategy selection module. In the evaluation module,
firstly, the user credibility is quantified by Logistic function. Secondly, the user's credibility is
taken as one of the data quality evaluation indexes. Finally, the data quality evaluation
algorithm can remove malicious and low-quality data, and then achieve a reasonable set of
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user data quality strategies. According to the data quality evaluation results, in the optimal
payoff strategy selection module, combining the task publisher’s incentive strategy set and the
user’s data quality strategy set. The optimal payoff strategy selection algorithm is used to solve
the evolutionary strategy solution and analyze the stability. Finally, the optimal payoff under
different initial state and random interference with different intensities is obtained.
Definition 1. The task publisher-user stochastic evolutionary game model can be expressed
as a five-tuple, i.e., PUSEGM = ( N ,V , Q, , M ) .
(1) N = ( N u , N p ) is random evolutionary game participants, where N u denotes the user,
and N p denotes the publisher.
(2) V = (uv, pv) is the game strategy space, where uv = {uv1 , uv2 ,..., uvn } denotes users’
optional data quality strategy sets, and pv = { pv1 , pv2 ,..., pvm } denotes task publishers’ optional
incentive strategy sets.
(3) Q = (q, p ) is the probability set of the choice strategy of both sides of the game, where
q j denotes the probability that users choose uv j , and pi denotes the probability that task
publishers choose pvi .
(4)  = (1 ,  2 ) is the set of random interference intensity coefficients, where 1 denotes
the random interference intensity coefficient of the user, and  2 denotes the random
interference intensity coefficient of the publisher.
(5) M = ( M u , M p ) is the set of the payoff functions for both sides of the game, where M u
denotes the payoff function for the user , and M p denotes the payoff function for the publisher.

3. Quality and Credibility Evaluation
Firstly, the user credibility is quantified by logistic function. Secondly, the user's credibility is
taken as one of the data quality evaluation indexes. Finally, the data quality of users in the
PUSEGM model is improved by the data quality evaluation algorithm (DQEA). And the lowquality data and the malicious data are removed.
3.1 Quality Evaluation
In mobile crowdsensing, the payoff of publishers and users is directly proportional to the
quality of data submitted by users. Low quality data not only increases the waste of resources
of mobile crowdsensing platform, but also reduces the final payoff of task publishers and users.
Therefore, data quality evaluation is added to the PUSEGM model to remove the submission
of low-quality data immediately. When the user receives the requested task, they use the
mobile device to collect data. The data collected contains a lot of information. Because there
are multiple sensors in mobile devices, such as time sensors and position sensors. In the
evaluation problem of sensing data quality, it is known that there are m users' submitted
sensing data, represented as U = {u1 , u2 ,..., um } . There are n data quality evaluation indexes,
expressed as C ={c1 , c2 ,..., cn } . The decision matrix is G = [ gi , j ]mn . gi , j is the evaluation value of
sensing data ui submitted by users on evaluation index c j . The evaluation of data quality is
related to the response time of sensors in mobile devices, the accuracy of data collection and
the reliability of data transmission. Therefore, according to the classification method proposed
by Marjanovic et al. [13], the data quality evaluation indexes are summarized as the following
five:
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Distance( c1 ): c1 is the distance between the user and the task. The closer the user is to the
task node, the higher the quality of the data provided by the user. Since the user's mobile
devices all have GPS sensors, it is possible to obtain the user's location.
Response time( c2 ): c2 is the time difference between when the task publisher publishes
the task and when the user submits the data.
Data integrity( c3 ): c3 is the accuracy of data provided by users in different environments.
For example, in noise monitoring, data collected in quiet environment is more complete than
that collected in noisy environment.
Data reliability( c4 ): c4 is the accuracy of data provided by users in different states. For
example, in noise monitoring, the data provided by the user in the static state is more reliable
than that provided in the dynamic state.
Credibility( c5 ): c5 is a measure of the user's historical contribution behavior. The users
with higher credibility are more likely to provide high-quality data than users with lower
credibility.
Generally, the evaluation index of data quality is divided into negative correlation index
and positive correlation index. The negative correlation index means that the higher the quality
of the user's data, the smaller the value of the evaluation index will be. On the contrary, it is a
positive correlation index [14]. For the convenience of description, the data quality evaluation
indexes are recorded as cost indexes, and benefit indexes, which are expressed by Ccost and
C profit respectively. When the expected range of each index is determined, the malicious data
can be judged by the data quality evaluation algorithm, and the data can be sorted according
to the error deviation.
The implementation steps of data quality evaluation method are as follows:
Step 1: we calculate the error value( ti , j ) of user data. When c j  Ccost , the calculation ti , j is
shown in (1). When c j  C profit , the calculation ti , j is shown in (2). When the attribute value
g i , j is not within the period, ti , j is expressed by the constant  . In order to ensure that the
order of magnitude is the same,  = 1 +  ,  is a positive infinite decimal. When the attribute
value g i , j is within the period, the value range of ti , j is [0,1].

ti , j

  , gi , j  z max
or gi , j  z min
j
j

min
=  gi , j − z j
, z min
 gi , j  z max
 max
j
j
min
zj − zj

ti , j

  , gi , j  z min
or gi , j  z max
j
j
 max
=  z j − gi , j min
, z j  gi , j  z max
 max
j
min
zj − zj

(1)

(2)

Where, z min
and z max
represent the expected lower limit and expected upper limit of data
j
j
quality evaluation index respectively. The error value sequence of each user data ui under
each data quality evaluation index is denoted as {ti ,1 , ti ,2 ,..., ti , n } .
Step 2: we calculate the maximum error value( timax ) of user data ui and judge its rationality.
timax = max ti , j 

(3)
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When timax =  , it means that the user data is malicious data and this data needs to be
removed.
Step 3: we standardize the data quality evaluation indexes and calculate the limit loss value
*
E
( j ) of the data quality evaluation indexes by (4).
 max z max
z min
j
j
min
 Z j = max = 1, Z j = max
z
z
j
j



( Z max
− Z min
)2
j
j
 E *j = n

( Z imax − Z imin ) 2


i =1


(4)

Among them, Z min
and Z max
respectively represent the expected lower limit and expected
j
j
upper limit of the standardized processing of data quality evaluation indexes.
Step 4: we calculate the error loss sequence( ru ) of user data by (5), and sort the data
i

sequence submitted by the user. The tasks published by different task publishers have different
concerns about each data quality evaluation index. Therefore, the introduction of weight( i )
can realize different attention and make its data quality more consistent with the needs of task
publishers.
rui = {1  ti ,1  E1* , 2  ti ,2  E2* ,...,  j  ti, j  E*j }

(5)

n

Where, i = 1, 2,..., m, j = 1, 2,..., n,   j = 1 . Then, we sort the data by (6). The data error loss
j =1

sequence( ru ) is regarded as a coordinate node on the n-dimensional space. The closer the
i

coordinate node is to the origin, the higher the data quality of the user ui will be. We can
remove the low quality data and the malicious data by Ri , k , and finally realize the selection of
reasonable user set.
Ri , k =

n

 (
j =1

j

 ti , j  E *j ) 2 , i = 1, 2,..., m, k = 1, 2,...

(6)

3.2 Credibility Evaluation
After determining the data quality, the user credibility evaluation component is proposed. This
component uses the user's historical behavior to evaluate the user's credibility. In mobile
crowdsensing, their credibility will increase when users provide high quality data. On the
contrary, the user's credibility will be reduced. The famous logistic function is used to update
user credibility. Because its characteristic is that the growth speed of left and right sides is
slow, the growth speed of middle is fast and the change characteristic of credibility is the same.
The credibility( Ci , k (Qi , k ) ) is calculated by (7).
Ci , k (Qi , k ) =

1
1− Qi ,k

1+ e

(7)

Where, k is the total number of data submitted by the user. The input parameters of (7) are
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as follows:
1


Ri , k  + 
 qi , k =
m
1

 j =1 R  + 

j ,k

k

1
k −t
Qi , k =  w (qi ,t − )
m
t =1


(8)

Where,  is the sum of the distance from the origin of each user's error sequence,
n
 =  i =1 Ri , k ,  is a real number. We introduce  to ensure that the equation is still
meaningful when Ri , k = 0 . As shown in 8, the user's credibility is evaluated by summarizing
all the historical quality records in the past. Where, wk − t (0  w  1) is the weight assigned to
the data quality in different stages. qi ,t − 1 is used to judge whether the data quality of the user
m

for the t-th time is higher than the average value. That is, qi ,t − 1  0 means that the data
m

quality of users is higher than the average value, and vice versa.
In the actual application scenario, the decline rate and rise rate of user credibility should be
different, and should be proportional to the quality of user data. When qi ,t  1 , we replace the
m

weight with 1 − qi ,t . Users with lower data quality have higher aging weights, which leads to
the faster the loss of credibility. When qi ,t 

1
, its aging weight is its quality qi ,t . Since qi ,t is
m

much less than 1 − qi ,t , especially when the number of users is large, the decline rate of
credibility is always greater than the increase rate of credibility.

Qi , k

1
1
 k
 (1 − qi ,t )k −t (qi ,t − m ) ifqi ,t  m

 t =1
=
1
 k q k −t (q − 1 )
ifqi ,t 

i ,t
t =1 i ,t

m
m


(9)

Therefore, in order to determine the credibility after the user submits the data for the k-th
time, (9) is used to calculate Qi , k . Then, we use (7) to calculate the credibility, so as to realize
the evaluation of the credibility.
3.3 Data Quality Evaluation Algorithm Description
In the user's data quality evaluation algorithm, step 1 determines the user's data quality
evaluation indexes. The purpose is to quantify the data quality of each user. From step 2 to
step 16 use the error elimination decision method to judge whether the user data has malicious
data under each index. The low quality and malicious data can be removed and the data quality
of users in PUSEGM model can be improved. Step 17 updates the user's credibility. The user's
data quality evaluation algorithm can evaluate the user's data quality and eliminate the low
quality and the malicious data. It guarantees a reasonable set of user data quality strategy.
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Algorithm 1: DQEA Algorithm
Input: User submitted sensing data set
Output: Data quality sorting
1. Determine the user data quality assessment indexes c j ;
2. for i = 1, 2, , m, j = 1, 2, , n do
3. Calculate g i , j ;
4. Judge if c j belongs to cost index or benefit index;
5. if c j  Ccost ;
6.

Calculate ti , j by (1);
7. else
8. Calculate ti , j by (2);
9. end if
10. Calculate timax by (3);
11. if timax  
12.

Calculate E *j by (4);

13.

Calculate ru by (5);
i

14. Sort the user data using (6);
15. else
16. Remove malicious and low-quality data;
17. The credibility of users is updated by (7);
18. end for

The complexity of the DQEA algorithm is O(mn). The evaluation indexes in the algorithm
can be improved continuously according to the needs of future research, so as to make the data
quality evaluation more accurate. Therefore, the data quality evaluation method proposed in
this paper has good scalability.

4. Optimal Payoff Strategy Selection
Through the data quality assessment method in the previous section, malicious and low-quality
data can be removed. Then the reasonable user data quality strategy set is realized. This section
combines the task publisher's incentive strategy set and the user's data quality strategy set. The
optimal payoff strategy selection algorithm (OPSSA) is used to solve the evolutionary strategy
solution and analyze its stability. Finally, the optimal payoff strategy based on evolutionary
stability strategy (ESS) is obtained. ESS is an evolutionary stabilization strategy. If most
members of a group adopt it, and other strategies cannot produce higher payoff than using this
strategy. Then small mutation groups are unlikely to invade this group [15]. This means that
in the ESS state, the optimal payoff for task publishers and users can be achieved.
4.1 Optimal Payoff Strategy Selection Algorithm
In the PUSEGM model, task publishers and users have multiple incentive strategy sets and
multiple data quality strategy sets to choose from. At different stages of the game, the strategy
selection of both sides will become a dynamic process. Therefore, the task publisher-user
stochastic evolutionary game tree is constructed, as shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Task publisher-user stochastic evolutionary game tree

It can be seen from Fig. 3 that when different strategies are adopted, both sides of the game
will generate different payoff values. When the task publisher adopts the incentive strategy i
and the user adopts the data quality strategy j , aij is the payoff of the task publisher, and bij
is the payoff of the user. The payoff matrix of both parties is as follows:
 a11 , b11 a12 , b12
 a ,b
 21 21 a22 , b22


 am1 , bm1 am 2 , bm 2

a1n , b1n 
a2 n , b2 n 


amn , bmn 

Algorithm 2: Optimal Payoff Strategy Selection Algorithm
Input: Task publisher-user random evolutionary game tree
Output: Optimal payoff strategy
BEGIN
1. Initialization PUSEGM = ( N , V , Q, , M ) ;
2. U = {ui , i  1} , P = { pi , i  1} ; //Establish user type space set and task publisher type space set.
3. pv = { pvi ,1  i  n} , uv = {uv j ,1  j  m} ; //Establish incentive strategy set of task publisher and
user data quality strategy set.
4. M pv = q1am1 + q2 am 2 +
m

n

+ qn amn =  qi ami ; // M pv is the expected payoff of the task publisher’s
m

i =1

choice of incentive strategy pvi , qi (1  i  n) is the probability of user's selection of uvi , and
n

 q =1 ,
i =1

i

aij is the payoff value of task publisher's selection of pvi .

5. M uv = p1b1n + p2 b2 n +
n

m

+ pm bmn =  p j b jn ; // M uv is the expected payoff of the user’s choice of
j =1

n
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n

strategy uvi , p j (1  j  m) is the probability of task publisher's selection of pvi , and  pi =1 , bij is
i =1

the payoff value of task publisher's selection of uvi .
m

6. M p =  pi M pv ; // M p is the average payoff of task publisher.
i =1

i

n

7. M u =  qi M uv ; // M u is the average payoff of user.
i =1

i

8.  = (1 ,  2 ) ; //Establish the set of random interference intensity coefficients for task publishers
and users.
9. dqi (t ) = qi (t ) * ( M uvi − M u )dt + 1 (1 − qi (t ))qi (t ) dw(t ) ; //Users' stochastic differential equation.
w(t ) belongs to a one-dimensional standard Brown motion, which can well describe how the game
evolution process of task publisher and user is affected by random interference factors. w(t )

follows the normal distribution N (0, t ) . dw(t ) is random interference. When t  0 and h  0 ,
w(t ) = w(t + h) − w(t ) follows the normal distribution N (0, h ) .

10. dpi (t ) = pi (t ) *( M pvi − M p )dt +  2 (1 − pi (t )) pi (t )dw(t ) ; //Task publishers' stochastic differential
equation.
11. Combining the random taylor expansion [16] and itó random formula [17], taylor expansion of
stochastic differential equations is carried out;
12. Milstein method [18] is used to solve the stochastic differential equation;
13. Output optimal payoff strategy;
END

The calculation process of OPSSA algorithm is analyzed. The time complexity from step
1 to step 7 is O(m+n). The time complexity from step 8 to step 12 is O((m+n) 2). In summary,
the time complexity of solving the optimal payoff strategy is O((m+n)2). The consumption of
storage space is mainly focused on the storage of strategic payoff and the equilibrium solution
of the intermediate value, and its space complexity is O(mn). Through the analysis of game
results, OPSSA algorithm obtains the payoff and evolution stable state of each strategy, and
realizes the prediction of strategy selection. From the perspective of optimal payoff, this is a
model that guides the choice of strategy for task publishers and users. Because the number of
strategies can be increased, this method is universal.
4.2 Example Description
The PUSEGM model is illustrated by a simple example. Assuming that the task publisher is
p and the user is u . In order to simplify the calculation complexity, the user's data quality
strategy only uses two types of {uvl , uvh } , and the task publisher's incentive strategy also uses
two types of { pvl , pvh } . Because the number of people choosing different strategies will change
over time, q (t ) is used to represent the probability of user selecting strategy uvl . 1 − q (t ) is
used to represent the probability of user selecting strategy uvh . p(t ) is used to represent the
probability of task publisher selecting strategy pvl . 1 − p (t ) is used to represent the probability
of task publisher selecting strategy pvh .
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Fig. 4. Simple task publisher-user random evolutionary game tree

In the example shown in Fig. 4, in the PUSEGM model, the strategic payoffs of both parties
should meet the following conditions: ahh  alh  all  ahl and bhh  bhl  bll  blh . According to
step 9 of the OPSSA algorithm, the user's stochastic differential equation in the model can be
obtained:
dq (t ) = q (t )[ p (t )(bll − bhl − blh + bhh )
+ (blh − bll )]dt + 1 (1 − q (t ))q (t )dw(t )

(10)

Similarly, according to step 10 of the OPSSA algorithm, the task publisher stochastic
differential equation in the model can be obtained:
dp (t ) = p (t )[q (t )(all − ahl − alh + ahh )
+ (ahl − all )]dt +  2 (1 − p(t )) p(t )dw(t )

(11)

Evolutionary equilibrium solution: since the stochastic taylor expansion is the basis for the
numerical solution of stochastic differential equation. The milstein method is based on the
stochastic taylor expansion to solve the stochastic differential equation. Therefore, we first
need to combine stochastic taylor expansion [16] and itó stochastic formula [17] to perform
taylor expansion on stochastic differential equation. Then, the milstein method [18] is used to
numerically solve the stochastic differential equation, and finally the evolutionary equilibrium
solution of the stochastic differential equation is obtained. For the following itó stochastic
differential equation [19]:
dx (t ) = f (t , x (t ))dt + g (t , x (t ))dw(t )

(12)

Where, t  [t0 , T ] , x(t0 ) = x0 , x0  R , w(t ) follows the normal distribution N (0, t ) , d ( w(t ))
follows the normal distribution N (0, t ) . Let h = (T − t0 ) / N and tn = t0 + nh , the stochastic
taylor expansion of equation (12) can be obtained as follows:
x (tn +1 ) = x (tn ) + M 0 f ( x (tn ))dt + M 1 g ( x (t n ))
+ M 11 N 1 g ( x (tn )) + M 00 N 0 f ( x (t n )) + R

(13)

Where, R represents the remainder of the expansion and satisfies the following conditions:
N 0 = f ( x)

1 2
1
 1 2
2

2
+ g ( x ) 2 ; N 1 = g ( x ) ; M 0 = h ; M 1 = wn ; M 00 = h ; M 11 = [(w) − h]
2
2
x 2
x
x
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Based on this, the milstein method [18] is used to numerically solve itó stochastic differential
equation, and the following can be obtained:
x (tn +1 ) = x (tn ) + hf ( x (t n )) + wn g ( x (t n ))
1
+ [( wn ) 2 − h] g ( x (tn )) g ' ( x (t n ))
2

(14)

According to the above solution to the itó stochastic differential equation, the differential
(10) and (11) can be solved numerically, and the corresponding task publisher-user stochastic
evolution equilibrium solution can be obtained.
For the existence of the above equilibrium solution, according to the stability
discrimination theorem of stochastic differential equation [20], the stability analysis is carried
out for the strategy selection of the PUSEGM model.
Proposition 1. For (10), let p = 1 ,  = 1 , q (t )  [0,1] , V (t , q(t )) = q(t ) , c1 = c2 = 1 , then
LV (t , q (t )) = f (t , q (t )) . Then satisfy:
bll − blh − 1

p (t ) 

(1) When 
bll − bhl − blh + bhh , the expected moment of the zero solution of equation
b − b  1
lh
 ll

(10) is exponentially stable;


(2) When 

p (t ) 

bll − blh + 1
bll − bhl − blh + bhh , the expected moment of the zero solution of equation

1 − b + b  0
hh
hl


(10) is exponentially instable.
Proof: (1) For (10), let p = 1 ,  = 1 , c1 = c2 = 1 , q (t )  [0,1] , V (t , q (t )) = q (t ) , then
LV (t , q (t )) = f (t , q (t )) = q (t )[ p (t )(bll − bhl − blh + bhh ) + (blh − bll )] , to make (10) satisfy the exponential
stability of the expected moment of zero solution, we need to meet the following requirements:
LV (t , q (t ))  − V (t , q (t )) , By q (t )  [0,1] , we can get:
p (t )(bll − bhl − blh + bhh ) − (bll − blh − 1)  0

In the PUSEGM model, the strategic payoff of both parties meet the following conditions:
ahh  alh  all  ahl and bhh  bhl  bll  blh , we can see that bll − bhl − blh + bhh  0 , we can get:
p (t ) 

bll − blh − 1
and bll − blh  1
bll − bhl − blh + bhh

Proof completed.
(2) To make (10) satisfy the exponential instability of the expected moment of zero solution,
we need to meet the following requirements: LV (t , q (t ))   V (t , q (t )) , By q (t )  [0,1] , we can get:
p (t )(bll − bhl − blh + bhh ) − (bll − blh + 1)  0

By bll − bhl − blh + bhh  0 , we can get:
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bll − blh + 1
and 1 − bhh + bhl  0
bll − bhl − blh + bhh

Proof completed.
Proposition 2: For (11), let q = 1 ,  = 1 , V (t , q(t )) = q(t ) , p (t )  [0,1] , c1 = c2 = 1 ,then
LV (t , p (t )) = f (t , p (t )) . Then satisfy:
all − ahl − 1



(1) When q(t )  all − ahl − alh + ahh , the expected moment of the zero solution of equation (11)
a − a  1
hl
 ll

is exponentially stable;
all − ahl + 1



(2) When q(t )  all − ahl − alh + ahh , the expected moment of the zero solution of equation (11)
1 − a + a  0
hh
lh


is exponentially instable.
Proof: The method of proof is consistent with proposition 1.
From proposition 1 and proposition 2, when

bll − blh − 1

 p (t ) 
b
−
bhl − blh + bhh

ll
b − b  1
lh
 ll



and  p(t )  b

ll

bll − blh + 1
− bhl − blh + bhh

,

1 − b + b  0
hh
hl


PUSEGM model has a unique evolutionary stability strategy ESS (0, 0) . Task publishers
choose low incentive strategy and users provide low-quality data. And When
all − ahl − 1

 q (t ) 
a
−
ahl − alh + ahh

ll
a − a  1
 ll hl

and

all − ahl + 1

 q (t ) 
a
−
ahl − alh + ahh

ll
1 − a + a  0
hh
lh


, PUSEGM model has a unique evolutionary

stability strategy ESS (1,1) . That is, task publishers choose high incentive strategies and users
provide high-quality data. This is consistent with the continuous evolution of actual task
publishers and users.

5. Simulation Analysis
5.1 Simulation Environment
CRAWDAD, the data set used in the experiment, is a public community resource of wireless
network data of Dartmouth College. The dataset uses open-source middleware Nsense to
collect continuous tracking data based on four sensors, i.e. Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, Microphone and
Accelerometer [21]. According to the classification method of reference [13], the data quality
evaluation indexes are divided into distance, response time, data integrity, data reliability and
credibility. The results after index quantification are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Index quantification
Index

Quantification Range

Distance ( c1 )/m

[10,90]

Response time ( c2 )/min

[0,5000]

Data integrity ( c3 )

Quiet[0.75,0.9]
Normal[0.6,0.75）
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Alert[0.45,0.6）
Noisy[0.3,0.45]
Stationary[0.7,0.9]
Data reliability( c4 )

Walking[0.5,0.7）
Running[0.3,0.5]

Credibility( c5 )

[0.3,1]

5.2 Analysis of Data Quality Evaluation Results
In MCS, the high-precision data quality evaluation can select a reasonable set of users to
complete the task, so that task publishers and users can get the best payoff. This method is
compared with BP detection method and SVM detection method, so as to compare the
accuracy of anomaly data detection ( Acca ) and data classification ( Accb ) . Acca and Accb are
calculated by (15).
sumab

 Acca = sum

a

sum
d
 Acc =
b

sumb


(15)

Where, sumad is the number of real abnormal data in the abnormal data, suma is the
number of abnormal data, sumd is the number of data judged correctly, and sumb is the
number of data. The comparison between Acca and Accb is shown in Fig. 5.
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80
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UDQEA
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15

20

25
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40

abnormal data proportion/%

(a)
(b)
Fig. 5. Acca and Accb ; (a) Outlier data detection accuracy (b) Data classification accuracy

It can be seen from Fig. 5(a) that with the increase of abnormal data, the detection accuracy
of BP detection method and SVM detection method is improved. This is because with the
increase of training samples, the detection accuracy of these two methods will be improved.
At the same time, it can be seen that the detection accuracy of abnormal data of DQEA method
is 1. Compared with BP detection method and SVM detection method, the accuracy of
anomaly data detection of DQEA method is improved by 8.1% and 0.5% respectively. When
there is data deviation, the DQEA method is very sensitive to the data, so as to identify it as
abnormal data. The advantage of DQEA method is that it requires less training samples and
high accuracy in identifying abnormal data. It can be seen from Fig. 5(b) that with the increase
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of abnormal data, the classification accuracy of DQEA method for data is above 96%.
Compared with BP detection method and SVM detection method, the accuracy of data
classification of DQEA method is improved by 59.2% and 32.2% respectively. This shows
that the DQEA method has the advantages of high accuracy and anti-interference in data
classification.
5.3 Analysis of Optimal Payoff Strategy Results
Aiming at the proposed PUSEGM model and solution analysis process, the system dynamics
is used for simulation verification. This paper analyzes the problem of selecting the optimal
payoff strategy for task publishers and users in the PUSEGM model. By changing the random
interference intensity coefficient of task publisher and user, we can observe its influence on
game evolution of both sides. The milstein method was used for numerical simulation. And
the random interference intensity coefficients of user and publisher are calculated as
1 = 0.5，1 = 2，1 = 5 and  2 = 0.5， 2 = 2， 2 = 5 , which was used to analyze the
evolution law of task publisher and user strategies under different random interference. The
selection of optimal payoff strategy for task publisher and user under different initial state is
given. Simulation can observe the evolution trend of task publisher and user selection
strategies under different random interference and different initial state. The final evolutionary
stable state is obtained and the optimal payoff strategy for task publisher and user is selected.
In the simulation test, according to the quantitative method proposed in reference [22], two
groups of payoff parameters are given. The value of the first set of payoff parameters are
ahh = 20，ahl = 16，all = 12，alh = 2，bhh = 15，bhl = 12，bll = 8，blh = 0

all − ahl  1 and

bll − blh − 1
7
= , 1 − bhh + bhl  0 .
bll − bhl − blh + bhh 11

parameters

are

, calculated

all − ahl − 1
9
=
all − ahl − alh + ahh 14

And the value of the second set of payoff

ahh = 20，ahl = 10，all = 5，alh = 1, bhh = 15，bhl = 12，bll = 8，blh = 0

all − ahl + 1
5
= , 1 − ahh + alh  0
all − ahl − alh + ahh 14

and

,

,

calculated

bll − blh + 1
4
= , 1 − bhh + bhl  0 .
bll − bhl − blh + bhh 11

5.3.1 Optimal Payoff Strategy under Different Initial State
Assuming that the random interference is 0.5, the evolution trend of strategy selection under
different initial state is observed by changing the initial state. In the following evolution trend
chart, the abscissa time is time, and the ordinate proportion represents the probability of
selecting strategy. It can be seen from Fig. 6 that given different initial state of strategy
selection, the strategy selection will eventually reach a certain stable state after evolution. In
different initial states, the final stable equilibrium solution of the system is different. It can be
seen from Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(c) that both sides of the game eventually tend to ESS (0,0) . Thus,
the system reaches equilibrium state. Task publishers are more likely to adopt the lowincentive strategy and users are more likely to adopt the low-data quality strategy. So that task
publishers and users can get the best payoff at the same time. It can be seen from Fig. 6(b) and
Fig. 6(d) that both sides of the game eventually tend to ESS (1,1) .Thus, the system reaches
equilibrium state. Task publishers are more likely to adopt the high-incentive strategy and
users are more likely to adopt the high-data quality strategy. So that task publishers and users
can get the best payoff at the same time.
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Fig. 6. When 1 = 0.5 , the evolution curve under different initial states; (a) The initial state is
p (0) = 0, q (0) = 0 (b) The initial state is p (0) = 1, q (0) = 1 (c) The initial state is
p (0) = 0.4, q (0) = 0.3 (d) The initial state is p (0) = 0.7, q (0) = 0.6

5.3.2 Optimal Payoff Strategy under Different Random Interference
Assuming that the initial state p (0) = 0.5, q(0) = 0.5 is selected as the strategy. By changing the
random interference intensity coefficient, the influence of random interference intensity on the
evolution of the game of both sides is observed. In the case of the first set of payoffs, p (0)
satisfies the zero moment exponential stability condition of (10), and the user is finally stable
at the state of q (t ) = 0 . That is, the user chooses the low data quality strategy. At the same time,
q (0) satisfies the zero moment exponential stability condition of (11), and the task publisher
is finally stable at the state of p (t ) = 0 . That is, the task publisher chooses the low incentive
strategy. Through system simulation and evolution, the experimental results are shown in Fig.
7(a) and Fig. 7(b). In the case of the second set of payoffs, p (0) satisfies the zero moment
exponential instability condition of (10), and the user is finally stable at the state of q (t ) = 1 .
That is, the user chooses the high data quality strategy. At the same time, q(0) satisfies the
zero moment exponential instability condition of (11), and the task publisher is finally stable
at the state of p (t ) = 1 . That is, the task publisher chooses the high incentive strategy. Through
system simulation and evolution, the experimental results are shown in Fig. 7(c) and Fig. 7(d).
It can be seen from Fig. 7 that different random interference intensity has different
influence on the evolution rate of game system between task publisher and user. It can be seen
from Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) that with the decrease of 1 and  2 , the less time it takes for the
task publisher and user selection strategy to reach a stable state. It shows that the smaller 1
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and  2 , the two sides of the game will eventually tend to ESS (0, 0) . So that the system reaches
an equilibrium state, task publishers are more inclined to adopt pvl and users are more inclined
to adopt uvl . The task publisher and user can obtain the optimal payoff at the same time. It
can be seen from Fig. 7(c) and Fig. 7(d) that the time required for the evolution of task
publisher and user selection strategies to reach a stable state is less with the increase of 1 and
 2 . It shows that the larger 1 and  2 , the two sides of the game will eventually tend to
ESS (1,1) . So that the system reaches a balanced state, task publishers tend to adopt pvh and
users tend to adopt uvh . The task publisher and user can obtain the optimal payoff at the same
time. It can be seen from the above simulation results that when there are random interference
factors, the PUSEGM model can prevent the interference from destroying the stability by
changing the strategies of task publishers and users. It shows that the PUSEGM model
conforms to the evolution law of mobile crowdsensing strategy in reality. Under different
states, when the system reaches the evolutionarily stable state ESS (0, 0) and ESS (1,1) , the task
publisher and the user can obtain the optimal payoff at the same time.
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Fig. 7. When p (0) = 0.5, q (0) = 0.5 , the evolution curve under different random interference; (a)
User's zero solution stabilization strategy (b) Task publisher's zero solution stabilization strategy (c)
User's zero solution instabilization strategy (d) Task publisher's zero solution instabilization strategy

5.3.3 Payoff Comparison
Use the stochastic game model and the PUSEGM model to conduct a comparative simulation.
The average payoff of task publishers and users is counted every 10 minutes, and the statistics
are made 10 times. The result is shown in Fig. 8. It can be seen from Fig. 8 that the payoff of
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task publisher and user in PUSEGM model is higher than that of task publisher and user in
stochastic game model. The reason is that the stochastic game model does not consider
people's bounded rationality and learning ability, the payoff is low. The PUSEGM model
considers the bounded rationality and learning ability of people. After evolution, the model
obtains the evolutionary stability strategy, and finally obtains the optimal payoff strategy based
on the evolutionary stability strategy. Evolutionary stabilization strategy means that if most
members of a group adopt it, and other strategies cannot produce higher payoff than using this
strategy. Then small mutation groups are unlikely to invade this group. This means that in the
evolutionary stability strategy state, the optimal payoff for task publishers and users can be
achieved. Therefore, the payoff of the PUSEGM model is higher than that of the stochastic
game model.
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Fig. 8. Payoff curve of task publisher and user; (a) Comparison of average payoff of users
(b)Comparison of average payoff of task publishers

In order to verify the impact of data quality evaluation methods on the payoff of task
publishers and users. The average payoff of task publishers and users in the first 30 minutes
with and without data quality evaluation were respectively counted for 10 times. The results
are shown in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9. Payoff curve of task publisher and user; (a) Comparison of average payoff of users
(b)Comparison of average payoff of task publishers

Fig. 9 proves that the game model with data quality evaluation has higher payoff than the
game model without data quality evaluation. Because the data quality evaluation removes lowquality data and malicious data, the payoff of task publishers and legitimate users are increased.
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6. Conclusion
Aiming at the selection of task payoff strategy in the mobile crowdsensing, we propose a task
1 The
publisher-user stochastic evolutionary game model. The main works are as follows: ○
data quality evaluation algorithm is proposed, which can remove the low-quality data.
According to the task requirements, the data is selected and the reasonable user set is
2 The
guaranteed, so that the task publisher and the user can obtain the optimal payoff. ○
optimal payoff strategy selection algorithm is proposed. The optimal payoff strategy under
different intensity of random interference and different initial state is obtained by solving the
stability strategy and analyzing the stability of the model. According to the requirements of
different tasks, this model can establish different data quality evaluation indexes. At the same
time, the influence of random factors is considered in the process of payoff strategy selection.
Therefore, the proposed model has good scalability and practical significance. The next step
is to make a more comprehensive explanation and analysis of the random interference factors
in the model.
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